Isolation in Rust: What is Missing?
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Abstract

Rust is a first practical programming language that has the potential to provide fine-grained isolation of untrusted computations at the language level. A combination of zero-overhead safety, i.e., safety without a managed runtime and garbage collection, and a unique ownership discipline enable isolation in systems with the tightest performance budgets, e.g., databases, network processing frameworks, browsers, and even operating system kernels.

Unfortunately, Rust was not designed with isolation in mind. Today, implementing isolation in Rust is possible but requires complex, ad-hoc, and arguably error prone mechanisms to enforce it outside of the language. We examine several recent systems that implement isolation in Rust but arguably struggle with the shortcomings of the language. As a result of our analysis we identify a collection of mechanisms that can enable isolation as a first class citizen in the Rust ecosystem and suggest directions for implementing them.

CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → Software safety; Correctness.

1 Introduction

Isolation of subsystems was identified as a critical mechanism for improving reliability and security of operating systems at least as early as in the first Multics report in 1977 [9]. Over the years, providing efficient isolation has become an important topic for many other large software systems: browser plugins [54, 67], user-defined database functions [17, 56], network functions [5, 33, 36, 44, 52, 55], device drivers [25, 27, 57], storage systems [15], kernel modules [13, 24, 26, 29–32], and more.

Nevertheless, despite decades of research, fine-grained isolation remained impractical. Today, the main mechanisms that are used to enforce isolation boundaries—hardware isolation primitives, software fault isolation (SFI), and language safety—impose prohibitive overheads in systems that are designed to keep up with the speed of modern I/O interfaces. Commodity hardware primitives (e.g., page-tables) introduce an overhead of hundreds of cycles when performing a function call invocation across an isolation boundary [1]. Such overhead is not acceptable for isolation of systems that spend only a few hundred cycles per request, e.g., modern network stacks [18, 21] or disk device drivers [37]. Similarly, SFI [2, 16, 23, 43, 54, 67] which can enforce segment-like boundaries around the isolated code doubles CPU utilization even with a 1 Gbps network interface. High CPU utilization is caused by access checks for the regions of memory exchanged across the isolation boundary [43]. Finally, despite many performance advances in garbage collection and in just-in-time compilation, the overheads of safe languages remain high for systems designed to operate at line rate: A recent study that implements a DPDK-style device driver in ten different languages shows that even the fastest managed languages, Go and C#, are 36–42% slower than C with realistic packet batch sizes [22].

The development of Rust, a systems programming language that offers memory and type safety without garbage collection [38], allows us to revisit the possibility of practical, low-overhead isolation. Rust enforces safety through a
restricted ownership model, allowing only one unique reference to each live object in memory. This allows to statically track the lifetime of an object and deallocating it without a garbage collector. The runtime overhead of the language is limited to bounds checking, which is in most cases concealed by modern out-of-order CPUs that predict and execute the correct path around the check [22].

Several unique properties of Rust lower overheads of communication across isolation boundaries and it has been shown how they can be used to provide strong isolation guarantees, e.g., fault isolation [47]. First, like any safe language, Rust can enforce isolation with an overhead of a function call. In a safe language an invocation between isolated subsystems can continue on the same stack (safety ensures isolation of objects on the stack) and does not require saving and restoring general and extended registers (calling conventions save and restore registers between the caller and callee, and exception handling, i.e., unwind, mechanisms allow recovery from a fault in an untrusted subsystem). This significantly lowers the cost of a cross-subsystem invocation compared to hardware and SFI-based solutions in which saving and restoring of general and extended registers and switching the stack requires 155 cycles. Second, Rust ownership discipline enables zero-copy communication across isolated subsystems by enforcing single ownership of objects passed in cross-subsystem invocations [7, 47, 50]. Hardware or language-based isolation and SFI systems require a copy of all objects passed across isolation boundary to enforce the property that the caller looses access to an object passed to the callee. Finally, the Rust ownership discipline provides a foundation for isolation of object spaces [35] which is key for fault isolation and clean termination of isolated subsystems [35, 47].

Unfortunately, Rust was not designed with support for isolation in mind. Like any safe language, Rust provides mechanisms to control access to the state of the program at module and class boundaries by specifying fields of individual objects as public or private. Isolated parts of the program have access to the state transitively reachable through public global variables and explicitly passed arguments. Control over references and communication channels allows isolating the state of the program on function and module boundaries enforcing confidentiality and integrity, and, more generally, constructing a broad range of least-privilege systems through a collection of object-capability patterns [45].

Yet, language safety alone is not sufficient for development of systems that isolate untrusted third-party applications, e.g., dynamically loaded browser plugins, network functions [50], user-defined database functions [39], kernel extensions [47], etc. Out of the box, Rust provides no mechanisms for isolation of faults, i.e., the ability to cleanly terminate a misbehaving computation in a way that leaves the system in a clean state from which recovery is possible [35, 47]. Clean termination of mistrusting subsystems is challenging in the face of semantically-rich interfaces that encourage frequent zero-copy exchange of references between subsystems and sharing of state—a crash of a single isolated component leaves the entire system in a corrupted state [65].

Several systems explore the possibility to implement isolation in Rust [7, 12, 34, 39, 47, 50], but all of them struggle with the shortcomings of the language and its ecosystem. Isolation in Rust is possible, but requires custom mechanisms to support isolation of heaps [47], execution unwinding [12, 47], dynamic loading of extensions [39, 47], and enforcing system-specific safety and security invariants on subsystem boundaries [47].

In this paper, we analyze recent systems that explore software-based isolation in Rust [7, 12, 34, 39, 47, 50] with the goal to identify a minimal set of abstractions and mechanisms that are missing for enabling isolation as a first-class primitive in the Rust language and its ecosystem. Our analysis shows that some of the missing parts require changes to the Rust programming language, better support from the Rust library ecosystem, and others are likely long-term research efforts. While isolation was not the main design goal for Rust, we argue that a unique combination of design decisions makes Rust a unique platform for providing it. By identifying the missing abstractions, our work takes a step towards enabling isolation as an essential building block for designing secure and reliable systems.

## 2 Background: Isolation in a Safe System

The idea of using language safety for isolation has its roots in the early language-based operating systems [8, 11, 14, 20, 28, 42, 53, 58]. The first systems implemented an "open" architecture [40], (i.e., a single-user, single-language, single-address space OS) that blurred the boundary between the operating system and the application itself and in general relied on language safety to protect against accidental errors but did not provide isolation of subsystems. SPIN [10] utilized Modula-3
pointers as capabilities to enforce isolation of kernel extensions. Since pointers were exchanged across isolation boundaries, it failed to provide fault isolation—an extension that crashed would leave the system in an inconsistent state. J-Kernel [65] and KaffeOS [6] made the observation that clean termination of untrusted subsystems requires isolation of heaps or object spaces across isolated subsystems. To enforce isolation of heaps, J-Kernel mediated heap access with revocable capabilities, while KaffeOS dynamically monitored every pointer assignment with a “write” barrier.

Singularity was the first system to develop a model that provided support for fault isolation and clean termination of isolated code [35]. To achieve fault isolation, Singularity prohibited sharing of state across isolated subsystems. Instead, isolated subsystems utilized private heaps for regular objects and a special “exchange heap” for communication between domains. Singularity developed a novel static analysis and verification techniques to enforce single ownership semantics on the exchange heap. At any time, only one isolated subsystem was permitted to have a reference to an object on the shared heap. Unlike previous systems like JKernel or KaffeOS, in Singularity a crashing subsystem was not able to leave the rest of the system in an inconsistent state. Private heaps were not visible to other subsystems, and the single ownership enforced isolation of state on the shared heap.

**A primer on isolation in Rust** Several recent systems explore the ability to implement isolation in Rust [7, 12, 34, 39, 41, 47]. To illustrate key aspects of implementing isolation in Rust, we consider an isolation model developed in a recent operating system, RedLeaf [47]. In RedLeaf third-party applications are implemented in language-isolated domains, which are dynamically loaded and terminated, similar to processes in a conventional operating system.

To provide clean fault isolation semantics and subsystem termination, RedLeaf adapts the idea that isolated subsystems should have no shared state (Figure 1). RedLeaf introduces a special heap construction that separates private (per-domain) and shared exchange heaps. Objects on the private domain heap are regular Rust data structures with the restriction that they cannot have pointers into other private heaps and a guarantee that they cannot be shared across domains via cross-domain invocations. The isolation of a private heap is critical for safe termination of the domain: at any moment of execution no other domains can have references into private state of the domain, hence unloading a domain from the system does not impact other domains’ state.

To enable cross-domain communication, RedLeaf implements a global exchange heap for objects that can be sent across domains. RedLeaf introduces an idea of exchangeable types, for objects that domains can safely exchange across boundaries of isolated subsystems. All objects that can be exchanged across domains are allocated on the exchange heap. RedLeaf introduces an abstraction of a remote reference, or `RRef<T>`, that is similar to the default Rust `Box<T>` mechanism for allocating objects on the heap. A system-wide registry records all objects allocated on the shared heap. On cross-domain invocations, objects on the exchange heap are either moved between domains or borrowed immutably.

The combination of private and shared heaps eliminates all shared state across domains. When a domain crashes, the private domain heap is reclaimed as raw memory by the kernel. This is safe since no other object in the system outside of the private heap is allowed to have references into the private domain heap. To deallocate objects on the shared heap, RedLeaf walks through the heap registry and deallocates all objects currently owned by the crashing domain. Subsequent invocations of the domain’s interfaces return errors, but remain safe and do not trigger panics (RedLeaf mediates all cross-domain interfaces with a layer of trusted, proxy code that blocks future invocations even if the domain is unloaded). Objects allocated by the domain on the shared heap that moved to other domains before the crash remain alive.

**Discussion** Along with several other systems that recently explored language-based isolation in Rust [7, 12, 34, 39, 50], we find that RedLeaf struggles with the shortcomings of Rust. For example, lacking support to cleanly express the necessary invariants for exchangeable types in the Rust type system, RedLeaf relies on a separate, complex interface definition language (IDL) that enforces these isolation invariants outside of Rust. We observe a similar limitation in Splinter, which instead of zero-copy exchange of objects across isolated subsystems, reverted to a deep copy of objects on cross-subsystem invocations required to maintain isolation invariants [39]. Similarly, due to the limitations of the Rust type system Corundum abandons isolation of function pointers and closures [34]—they can leak between heaps and potentially trigger an unsafe behavior.

RedLeaf [47] and Theseus [47] struggle with the lack of support for extendable thread unwinding in `no_std` environments. RedLeaf implements costly continuations to unwind execution across domain boundaries [47]. Theseus implements a custom-built unwind library from scratch. Lacking support from the build environment, RedLeaf [47], Splinter [39], and Theseus [12] rely on an ad-hoc trusted build environment to enforce safety of dynamically loaded Rust extensions.

### 3 Isolation: The Missing Primitives

Rust is uniquely equipped to provide support for practical, low-overhead isolation due to a combination of zero-cost safety and ownership discipline. In this section we provide a detailed analysis of the Rust’s ecosystem with the goal to
identify the key mechanisms required to support the development of systems that implement fine-grained isolation of subsystems.

### 3.1 Heap Isolation

Fault isolation and clean termination of isolated subsystems relies on the ability to enforce isolation of heaps, i.e., the ability to isolate object spaces on the heap so each subsystem could be cleanly terminated [35]. Specifically, isolation of heaps requires support from the type system to restrict cross-heap pointer references [34, 47]. Unfortunately, the Rust type system provides only partial support to enforce heap isolation invariants.

A natural approach to enforce heap isolation in Rust is to restrict all objects that can be allocated on a specific heap to have pointers only into the same heap. Rust provides a way to encode such a restriction through trait bounds on the type of objects that are allocated on the heap, as shown in Listing 1. Here `MyBox<T>` (line 9) allocates an object of type `T` that is restricted to satisfy the `MyHeap` bound. The trait bound will allow us to 1) forbid all pointers and then 2) explicitly allow pointers into the same heap.

To specify which types satisfy the trait bound and automate derivation of trait bounds for composite types, Rust provides two mechanisms: negative and auto traits. First, to avoid enumerating all possible types that implement the required trait, Rust allows one to specify the types that \textit{do not} implement the trait with the mechanism of \textit{negative traits} (lines 4–7). For example, we specify that mutable and immutable pointers and references do not implement the `MyHeap` trait (any declared non-pointer types automatically satisfy the trait since we do not negate them). Second, Rust provides a way to automatically check that a composite type, e.g., struct, tuple, array, etc., implement the trait if all subtypes, e.g., fields of a struct, implement the trait with the mechanisms of \textit{auto traits} (line 1).

Unfortunately, the semantics of negative trait implementations is not sufficiently expressive to restrict types that are functions or closures. Specifically, it is impossible to reject function pointers as they do not have any trait in common and Rust does not provide syntax to express trait bounds on functions with arbitrary arguments.

In Rust, all function pointers implement the `Fn` type. However, the precise instance of the function pointer type depends on its argument types. It is possible to use generic traits to implement a marker (or its negation, in this case), for an n-ary function pointer (with arguments and return types), but there is no mechanism to capture function pointers with arbitrary arity. Instead, it’s necessary to write a negative `impl` for every arity of function pointers used:

```
impl<T: FptrTrait> !MyHeap for T {}
impl<A, B, R> !MyHeap for fn(A, B) -> R {}
impl<A, R> !MyHeap for fn(A) -> R {}
impl<R> !MyHeap for fn() -> R {}
```

Similarly it is impossible to restrict pointers to closures (we skip the discussion for brevity).

One possible solution would be to add a \textit{non-generic} trait (e.g., `FptrTrait`), that is implemented by all function pointers. This would allow restricting function pointers as:

```
impl<T: FptrTrait> !MyHeap for T {}
```

In the past, a feature request was made in the Rust project issue tracker to add such a trait to the language motivated by the need to constraint implementations for any function pointers. However, the issue was eventually closed as unresolved due to lack of interest [60]. We argue that it makes sense to revisit the feature request in light of its importance for heap isolation. Alternatively, a more general solution would be:

\textbf{Language:} Support trait bounds on functions and closures with any number of arguments.

### 3.2 Inter-Process Communication

\textbf{Support for code generation} Isolation of untrusted code relies on the ability to enforce specific policies on cross-domain invocations. For example, cRust [7] and RedLeaf [47] validate that the callee is still alive and the invocation is safe, as well as move the ownership of all objects passed as arguments from caller to callee. In general mediation of cross-subsystem invocations requires a layer of trusted code to enforce specific checks on each interaction. Manual development of such code is possible only if the interfaces between subsystems are fixed [7, 50]. Even with fixed interfaces the manual development is challenging as language-based systems embrace semantically rich interfaces, e.g., exchange hierarchical data structures, vectors, pointers to interfaces, etc. Automation is needed to generate a layer of code that generates a layer of code wrapping each interface exposed between subsystems.

Rust provides support for procedural macros [61] that generate code at compile time and interact with the Rust syntax tree. Unfortunately, the syntax tree itself is insufficient for generation of code that requires reasoning about types. For example, lacking support for enforcing heap isolation invariants, RedLeaf checks that arguments and return values of cross-domain functions satisfy specific isolation invariants which requires resolving full path of each type and
its definition. In the past, adding type information to procedural macros was discussed by the Rust community [62]. The agreement was that having type information is beneficial but also complicates internals of the Rust compiler and pollutes its internals with macro knowledge. An alternative solution could be to implement a compiler plugin system that would allow development of Rust compiler extensions [63].

Language: Expose type information in procedural macros.

**RTTI for shared types** As Rust does not provide support for garbage collection, certain resources of an isolated subsystem, e.g., its shared heap, have to be cleaned manually by the execution environment. This requires invocation of a destructor `drost` method for each object that needs to be cleaned up. Hence a minimal run-time-type information (RTTI) system is needed to invoke the proper destructor for each object type that can be allocated on the heap. Rust supports RTTI by providing a unique identifier for each type. This identifier is computed at compile time as a hash of a type's AST and the context (i.e., its crate). Unfortunately, this implementation of RTTI does not guarantee collision freedom—an attacker can generate a type with a colliding identifier to trigger an unsafe deallocation of object.

At the moment it is possible to construct such RTTI information as either an enumerated type that lists all possible types that can cross boundaries of isolated subsystems or by implementing a trait that returns a unique type identifier for each type crossing the isolation boundary [47]. Both techniques, however, require code-generation. As discussed above, Rust procedural macros provide a convenient code generation interface, however, they lack support for type information which is required for generation of unique identifier, i.e., macros need to identify identical types. Therefore, a better solution is to:

Language: Support a collision-free, unique type identifier.

**Thread unwinding** A panic inside an isolated subsystem requires unwinding of execution of all threads running inside of the subsystem to their entry points. In general several implementations of unwinding are feasible.

First, it is possible to save the state of all general registers on each subsystem crossing and later unwind the thread of execution to the entry point [47]. Unfortunately, saving and restoring registers is expensive, e.g., about 36 cycles for each invocation. This number increases if the saved state includes extended state (x87 floating point, SSE, AVX, etc.) registers (e.g., `xsave` followed by `xrestore` adds 125 cycles).

Alternatively, unwinding is possible with native language support for catching exceptions. The benefit of exception handling is that state of all registers can be restored by iterating over the stack frames that contain the saved value for each register. This eliminates the need for explicit register saving and restoring on each invocation and instead incurs the costs of unwinding only if the thread panics.

Rust 1.9.0 introduced support for catching panics, modeled after the Itanium C++ ABI. During the unwind process, a common personality routine is invoked repeatedly with information regarding the exception being thrown and the current frame in the calling stack that should be processed. To restore registers to the state at the frame that can handle the exception, the unwind relies on the debugging information embedded into the binary. A commonly used format on Unix systems is DWARF, in which instructions for restoring registers are present for each stack frame that may be unwound.

Several problems complicate the use of Rust’s unwind implementation. First, at the moment Rust provides an unwind implementation that relies on the standard library, which cannot be used in baremetal environments. Second, this implementation does not provide any interfaces that would allow system developers to extend it with unwinding of custom frames, e.g., hardware exception frames, low-level assembly and FFI functions, etc. For example, Theseus does not make use of the native unwind facilities in Rust, but rather implements its own unwinder from scratch to allow for more flexibility [12]. We therefore, argue that Rust should:

Library: Support extendable, no_std unwind library.

### 3.3 Safety

**Safe loading of unsafe code** Similar to how commodity systems create user-processes, a full-featured isolation solution asks for dynamic loading of untrusted third-party Rust code. This allows full flexibility of application development—isolated applications are developed as standalone Rust binaries, and then loaded at runtime. Rust itself provides no support for dynamic extensions. TockOS [41], Netbricks [50] and CRust [7] statically link all the code and produce a single binary.

While dynamic loading of Rust binaries is simple, language-based systems rely on language safety to enforce isolation. Therefore, dynamic code loading requires mechanisms that allow a program to establish that safety guarantees hold for the loaded code. An ideal solution would entail adding support for a proof carrying code [48] or a typed assembly language (TAL) [46] that annotates the assembly language with proofs or types to Rust. Despite significant progress demonstrated by Verve [66], which uses TAL to prove system-wide safety, developing TAL for Rust would remain a challenging research problem. In contrast to managed languages, it requires reasoning about object lifetimes. One approach might be to build this functionality into MIR, an intermediate representation for rust code during compilation that still preserves type and lifetime information.
Lacking support for TAL or PCC, existing Rust systems that provide support for dynamic loading (Splinter [39], Tethys [12], and Redleaf [47]) rely on a trusted compilation environment. The trusted compilation environment enforces safety by ensuring that types have the same meaning across all loadable components of the system. Specifically, the build environment enforces that all subsystems are compiled with the same versions of shared type definitions, and with the same compiler version and flags, by measuring the state of all components involved in compilation, i.e., all program binaries and their arguments, all code and libraries, etc. Additionally, the build system controls that isolated subsystems are restricted to only safe Rust, and restrict usage of Rust crates to a white-listed set of libraries and possibly a subset of types from the core Rust libraries. Today, an ad-hoc development of a trusted build environment is incomplete and error prone. We, therefore, need to:

**Research:** Support typed assembly language for Rust.

**Ecosystem:** Support trusted build environments.

### Stack safety

Rust protects against stack overflows with a dedicated guard page at the end of each stack [59]. To prevent stack clashing [3] attacks, Rust implements stack probing [59]: A small code sequence is generated by the compiler on every stack allocation and ensures that all pages of the new allocation (including the guard page) are touched. Unfortunately, this implementation requires support for a memory management unit that can write-protect a region of memory. This prevents language-based systems from executing in environments that do not have MMU support (e.g., trusted execution environments like Intel SGX, system management mode (SMM), or many embedded systems). Ideally, the Rust language should provide support to customize the probing function that can either check for the remaining stack space, or allocate a new stack.

In the past, Rust provided support for segmented stacks, i.e., a mechanism that allowed growing the stack by allocating stack regions also known as stacklets [51]. The compiler generated function prologues that checked the available stack space and allocated more space on-demand. The support for segmented stack was deprecated due to possible performance problems [4, 64]: Segmented stacks could become a “hot spot” if allocated and freed in a loop [64]. We argue that it makes sense to bring back support for software-managed stacks in order to enable language-based isolation in execution environments that do not provide support for write protection.

**Runtime:** Provide software-only stack guard with extensible probing interface.

### Safe serialization

As isolation relies on the safety of the language, isolated subsystems are restricted to a safe subset of Rust [7, 12, 39, 41, 47, 50]. While in most cases safe Rust imposes no performance penalty on the isolated code, some corner cases force safe Rust to execute 8-24% slower compared to unsafe code [47]. Specifically, we identify the ability to serialize and deserialize data structures as a significant source of overhead in safe Rust. Serialization is frequent in network and disk workloads when requests and metadata are serialized from raw I/O bytes. For maximum deserialization performance, ideally most bytes in the raw I/O request could be directly cast to a Rust struct. Casting byte buffers to structs is generally unsafe in Rust, since there is no guarantee that either Rust’s type alignment requirements nor any type invariants are upheld after the cast (e.g., a string should only contain valid UTF-8 characters). However, in cases where we deal with “plain-old” data (structures containing only basic types) such casts would be safe.

To understand the impact of serialization, we measure the overhead for serializing/deserializing the set response header in the key-value workload similar to the one used in RedLeaf, a data structure of 89 bytes and 7 fields (Table 1). On RedLeaf, which uses `extend_from_slice()`, serialization takes about 33 cycles and deserialization takes 91 cycles (all results are taken on a 2.20 Ghz Skylake CPU). The overhead is significant for a request processing path that takes 200-300 cycles. In Rust it is possible to use procedural macros [61] to check if a struct is a plain-old data object and then generate casts to and from byte arrays. `nue` implements this approach: serialization is a cast with a single copy, which is about 5x faster than the seven invocations of `extend_from_slice()` in RedLeaf. Deserialization is also just a cast (0 cycles). Unfortunately, `nue` does not support borrowing of arrays and strings, so having such elements in a packet would lead to an additional memory allocation during deserialization. `serde` is a serialization library that allows borrowing of slices and strings without copying them out of the underlying packet buffer, but fails to provide an efficient implementation. An ideal solution would combine the features offered in `nue` and `serde` to come up with serialization code that is both safe and highly efficient for applications that mainly need to serialize and deserialize simple, plain-old data formats while borrowing bulk data from the underlying source to avoid allocations and copying.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Library</th>
<th>safe</th>
<th>slice borrow</th>
<th>Cycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RedLeaf [47]</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nue [49]</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>serde/cbor [19]</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>803</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** Comparison of different serialization techniques in Rust for plain-old-data structures.

**Library:** Develop zero-copy serialization of “plain-old” data structures.
4 Conclusions
Isolation is key abstraction for enabling robust composition of distrustful components—a modern reality where complex systems are assembled from parts that are untrusted, faulty, or may crash under a targeted attack. The combination of safety and ownership discipline makes Rust a unique programming language that can provide support for practical, low-overhead, fine-grained isolation. Unfortunately, Rust was not designed with isolation in mind. By examining recent research systems that support isolation with the help of Rust, we identify weak points in the programming language that hinder the support for isolation and identify the missing abstractions and mechanisms. We take a step forward towards enabling isolation as a first-class abstraction in the Rust ecosystem. We believe that this support is critical for enabling a broad range of system ideas that are centered around isolation and as a key building block for improving security and reliability of future systems.
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